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ABSTRACT: This paper reports on the highly ordered and
tunable inner structure of poly(ionic liquid) nanoparticles,
which formed spontaneously by precipitation polymeriza-
tion fromwater. Without added stabilizer, these “latexes” are
much smaller (20�40 nm in diameter) than usual polymer
latexes and exhibit either multilamellar or unilamellar vesi-
cular morphology, depending on the tail length of the
quaternizing alkyl chains. The simplicity in the synthesis
and composition and the high complexity of the ordered
structures that resemble liposomes expand the classical
profile of homopolymer self-assembly. In addition, unidi-
rectional superassembly to a nanoworm mesostructure is
found at elevated concentrations, indicating that the ionic
liquid liposomes are apt to integrate into further hierarchical
assembly schemes.

Polymeric nanoparticles combine the benefits of nanoparticles
(such as high surface-to-volume ratio) with the superior

processability, flexibility of functionality, and price/scale-up
possibilities of polymers. Apart from their interest in fundamen-
tal research, they have already found a multitude of applications
in the fields of biotechnology, sensing, separation and purifica-
tion, etc.1�5 A number of synthetic approaches and processing
techniques can be employed for the preparation of polymeric
nanoparticles, including emulsion, suspension and dispersion�
precipitation polymerization, miniemulsion processes, block
copolymer self-assembly, intramolecular cross-linking routes, sol-
vent evaporation exchange methods, and many more.6�15 Each
of these methods and techniques governs different aspects of the
nanoparticles, among which dimension, morphology (sphere,
rod, wire, etc.), surface functionality, chemical composition, and
inner structures are the major ones that determine their proper-
ties and functions. So far, most efforts have been devoted to
controlling the dimension, outside morphology, chemical com-
position, and surface functionality within the synthesis.

On the other hand, the preparation of polymer nanoparticles
with well-defined inner structures has been more rarely reported.
Via a miniemulsion process, Landfester et al. and Heroguez et al.
demonstrated the synthesis of biphasic polymer nanoparticles
formed from two immiscible polymers;16,17 a self-organized
precipitation method was employed by Higuchi et al. to prepare
polymer nanoparticles with inner microphase separation.18 There
has also been some work on block copolymer nanoparticles in
water,19 by simple solvent exchange from a prepolymerized block
copolymer20 or by interpolyelectrolyte complex formation.21 In

addition to being beautiful and an object of basic research, such
internally structured polymer nanoparticles have plenty of po-
tential applications. For instance, polymer nanoparticles having
two different nanocompartments with different solubility behav-
ior can be used for advanced drug delivery applications,22�24 for
dissolving/removing substrates with very different polarities, or
as structured catalysis supports.20,25

Meanwhile, poly(ionic liquid)s (PILs) have attracted consid-
erable attention recently, because they combine some unique
characters of ionic liquids with the common properties of
polymers, such as processability, durability, mechanical stability,
etc. This makes PILs a class of versatile polymers for a multitude
of applications, for instance solid ion conductors, CO2 sorbents,
dispersants, porous materias, carbon precursors, etc.26�28 The
self-assembly of PILs has received special interest due to its
potential application as nanostructured functional materials.26,27,29

More recently, we have introduced a facile method to prepare
PIL nanoparticles via dispersion polymerization of vinylimida-
zolium-type ionic liquid monomers (ILMs) with long alkyl
chains. The polymerization proceeded over 24 h at a monomer
concentration of 50 g/L in aqueous solutions at 70 �C using the
water-soluble nonionic initiator 2,20-azobis[2-methyl-N-(2-hy-
droxyethyl)propionamide] (VA86).30 It required no externally
added stabilizer, as the ILMs and their oligomers could act as
effective dispersants.31,32 It was assumed, although not experi-
mentally proven, that the as-formed PIL nanoparticles were most
likely setup in organized mesophases made up from separated
nanodomains of the charged IL moieties and the long hydrophobic
alkyl chains. This would follow similar organization patterns found
in polyelectrolyte�surfactant complexes33�35 or in alkyl-substi-
tuted rigid-rod polymers, which is driven by the incompatibility
of alkyl tails with many polar polymeric backbones.36�38 In the
present contribution, we report on our further research efforts on
PIL nanoparticles which revealed that these nanoparticles exhibit
highly ordered and tunable concentric multi- or unilamellar inner
structures. This structure formed spontaneously throughout
polymerization in a single step. This simultaneous and coopera-
tive process is rather unique.

The PIL nanoparticles were prepared from the ILMs 3-n-
dodecyl-1-vinylimidazolium bromide (ILM-C12) and the cor-
responding C14�C18 derivatives (ILM-C14, ILM-C16, and
ILM-C18). They are named poly(ILM-C12), poly(ILM-C14),
poly(ILM-C16), and poly(ILM-C18) (chemical structures in
Scheme 1). Their average sizes, as determined by dynamic light
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scattering (DLS), are 30, 34, 35, and 39 nm, while the standard
size deviation of these nanoparticles is in the range of 0.4�0.6.
Already the special shape of the particle size distribution points to
the presence of a unique organization effect, as will be discussed
below. The nanoparticle dispersions are colloidally stable, but
after complete drying, film formation toward an organized film
takes place, which is no longer redispersible.

Room-temperature transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images of these four PIL nanoparticles are presented in Figure S1
(Supporting Information). Due to a drying effect, the inner nano-
structure of the PIL nanoparticles was hard to recognize, which is
presumably due to structure reorganization toward a homogenic
orientation: i.e., parallel to the film surface. To access the true
structure, cryogenic TEM (cryo-TEM) measurements were per-
formed by shock-freezing a thin film (∼100 nm) of the aqueous
nanoparticle suspensions at room temperature (20 �C) on lacey
TEM grids.

Parts A�K of Figure 1 display the cryo-TEM images taken
from aqueous solutions of poly(ILM-C12), poly(ILM-C14),
poly(ILM-C16), and poly(ILM-C18) nanoparticles. Onionlike
multilamellar vesicular nanostructures are clearly visible in the
samples of poly(ILM-C12) (Figure 1A) and poly(ILM-C14)
(Figure 1C) nanoparticles, while a lipid-like unilamellar vesicular
morphology is dominant in the samples of poly(ILM-C16)
(Figure 1E) and poly(ILM-C18) (Figure 1G) nanoparticles. In
Figure 1A, the poly(ILM-C12) nanoparticles are quasi-spherical
in shape. In spite of the size variation of the nanoparticles, the
onionlike inner nanostructure is exclusively observed. A close
view of these nanoparticles is given in Figure 1B. The multi-
lamellar character is clearly visible, and the number of bilayers can
be easily counted. A statistical calculation reveals that the nano-
particle size is distinct in steps and is simply controlled by the
number of bilayers. Apparently, larger nanoparticles have more
layers in the onionlike structures than in the smaller ones. The
distance between layers is calculated by fast Fourier transform
(FFT) from such pictures. An average value of 3.42 nm was
obtained for the poly(ILM-C12) nanoparticles.

Similar multilamellar vesicles were observed in the cryo-TEM
image of poly(ILM-C14) nanoparticles (Figure 1C). However,
in comparison to Figure 1A, it is easily seen that the poly(ILM-
C14) nanoparticles possess a number of bilayers smaller than
that of poly(ILM-C12). The average distance between layers
calculated from FFT is 3.78 nm, which is about 0.36 nm larger
than that of the poly(ILM-C12) nanoparticles. As the full length
of one �(CH2CH2)� unit is 0.254 nm, this clearly points to a
slightly tilted or disordered bilayer structure.33,37 In addition, a
central “void” is spontaneously formed, whose size is somehow
independent of the bilayer number. This is clearly attributed to
the maximum spontaneous bendability of the layers, which is less
for longer alkyl tails.

When the alkyl chain length is increased from C14 to C16, the
central “void” expands its dimension. Following this change, two
distinct effects can be observed for poly(ILM-C16) nanoparti-
cles. (a) A lipidlike unilamellar structure coexists with onionlike
multilamellar nanoparticles. The former is in fact dominant
(>60%). The size of poly(ILM-C16) particles (35 nm) deter-
mined from DLS remains similar to that of poly(ILM-C14)
particles (34 nm). The volume expansion by the central “void” is
thus compensated by a reduced number of bilayers. (b) Instead
of a near-spherical morphology, poly(ILM-C16) nanoparticles
show an anisotropic rigid shape, for instance, rectangles or
pentagons, as illustrated in higher magnification in Figure 1F.
These effects become more pronounced when the alkyl chain

Scheme 1. Chemical Structures of Poly(ionic liquid) Nano-
particles of poly(ILM-C12), poly(ILM-C14), poly(ILM-
C16), and poly(ILM-C18)

Figure 1. Representative cryo-TEM images of PIL nanoparticles in
aqueous solution: (A, B) poly(ILM-C12); (C, D) poly(ILM-C14);
(E, F) poly(ILM-C16); (G�K) poly(ILM-C18).
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length is increased to C18. As shown in Figure 1G, the poly(ILM-
C18) nanoparticles exhibit exclusively a unilamellar structure
with well-defined geometry, such as rectangles (Figure 1H),
pentagons (Figure 1I), hexagons (Figure 1J), and even polyhe-
drons (Figure 1K). The formation of these anisotropic nano-
particles is believed to be due to the development of side-chain
crystallinity in the alkyl phase. Differential scanning calorimetry
measurements (Figure S3 (Supporting Information)) of dried
PIL samples (�50 to 150 �C) show that poly(ILM-C12) is
amorphous, while the alkyl chains in poly(ILM-C14), poly(ILM-
C16), and poly(ILM-C18) crystallize at 1, 21, and 35 �C, re-
spectively. Samples for cryo-TEM experiments were prepared
at 20 �C, at which poly(ILM-C16) is partially crystalline and
poly(ILM-C18) is predominantly crystalline. This explains the
distinct shape of poly(ILM-C16) and poly(ILM-C18), as crystal-
line structures are often responsible for various nanoobjects with
defined folds. In general, cryo-TEM characterization evidently
reveals that, from poly(ILM-C12) to poly(ILM-C18), there is an
obvious transition in the inner structures from onionlike multi-
lamellar to unilamellar vesicles, though less variation in the
overall size is observed.

To receive a complementary view of the inner structure of PIL
nanoparticles, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measure-
ments of the PIL nanoparticle dispersions were performed at a
concentration of 50 g/L. As shown in Figure 2, the SAXS pattern
clearly shows a primary q value, which corresponds to d spacings
of 3.40, 3.80, 4.00, and 3.90 nm for poly(ILM-C12), poly(ILM-
C14), poly(ILM-C16), and poly(ILM-C18), respectively. The d
spacings of poly(ILM-C12) and poly(ILM-C14) determined
from SAXS patterns and cryo-TEM images (3.42 and 3.78 nm)
are in good accord. It has been reported that polyelectrolyte�
surfactant complexes or rigid-rod-like polymers with long alkyl
chains (>C8) form layered mesophases, whose d spacing in-
creases linearly with the alkyl chain length.36,37,39 In our case,
the d spacing increases nonlinearly from C12 to C16 and de-
creases at C18. This can be related to the onset of crystallization
from C14 to C18, as already indicated in cryo-TEM character-
ization. In the SAXS pattern of poly(ILM-C16) the onset of the
second peak occurs at the highest q value illustrated (Figure 2),
and it becomes more obvious in poly(ILM-C18). The X-ray dif-
fraction patterns of the solid PIL powders (Figure S4 (Supporting
Information)) provide further hints. While poly(ILM-C12) and
poly(ILM-C14) are in an amorphous state with respect to the
side chains, poly(ILM-C18) presents clear peaks that can be

indexed to a tetragonal arrangement, presumably regular undula-
tions which further limit the bendability of the layers.20 The d
spacing decreases from PIL-C16 to PIL-C18, as the crystal-
lization promotes interdigitated packing.

It should be mentioned that these ordered nanoparticle
structures formed during polymerization: i.e., polymer chain
formation and self-assembly take place in one step. cryo-TEM
(Figure S5 (Supporting Information)) as well as dynamic light
scattering measurements of the monomer solution under po-
lymerization conditions revealed that the solution contained only
small ILMmicelles of∼7 nm in diameter; thus, the nanoparticles
have to be nucleated from this stage. We assume that the particles
nucleate from the first formed polymers, analogous to the general
models of microemulsion polymerization. These primary parti-
cles then swell with monomer to stabilize themselves into closed
shells. The PIL nanoparticles with well-defined inner shell struc-
tures therefore stem from a unique simultaneous polymeriza-
tion/self-assembly process. Note that we did not find any parti-
cles with incomplete shells, that is, polymerization takes place in
the perfected structure, while exchange between the particles and
structural improvement stems from the exchange of monomers
being soluble in the continuous phase water.

In the cryo-TEM characterization, all PIL nanoparticles were
observed as individual objects when prepared. However, at higher
polymerization concentrations (100 g/L), the crystalline poly-
(ILM-C16) and poly(ILM-C18) remain nanoparticles, while in
the amorphous poly(ILM-C14) elongated superstructures start
to appear. In poly(ILM-C12), this structure evolution is the most
pronounced. Figure 3A shows an overview of the nanoworms.
Their size is in the range of micrometers, and some can be even
longer than 100 μm: i.e., consisting of several hundreds of nano-
particles linearly connected. Figure 3B offers a close view of a
single nanoworm. The nanoworm is in fact a string of nanopar-
ticles, in which the concentric lamellae are reorganized to achieve
an extended internanoparticle multilamellar conformation. The
inset illustrates that the central lamellae exist in a fairly parallel
fashion, while the contour partially maintains the structure of
individual nanoparticles. The tail of the nanoworm, usually
considered as a “defect” tethered to the end of the one-dimensional

Figure 2. Small-angle X-ray scattering patterns of aqueous dispersions
of PIL nanoparticles.

Figure 3. cryo-TEM images of nanoworm superstructures of poly-
(ILM-C12) prepared at monomer concentration of 100 g/L: (A)
overview; (B) close view of a single nanoworm; (C) tail structure of
the nanoworm. The top inset in (B) is an enlarged view, and the bottom
inset is the corresponding FFT pattern.
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nanostructure, is displayed in Figure 3C. As clearly observed, the
terminal unit resembles still a “normal” nanoparticle with only
slight deformation, while after one more unit the parallel lamella
is perfectly developed. Such directional assembly or vectorial organiza-
tion is well-known from biomineralization or mesocrystals,40,41

but is—to the best of our knowledge—unseen in the polymer
or soft matter nanostructure. The liquid character of the interior
seems to be mandatory in the present case, which is under-
standable, as the particles have to deform to create the apparently
optimal parallel alignment of the inner layers. It must be said that
the strongest Hamaker forces are obtained by charge polarization
when the polarization direction is parallel to the surface,42

making charge and mirror charge formation the most simple
and the nearest. The mechanism is obviously nicely observed in
the present pictures. Note that mirror charge formation requires
a liquid ionic state, which excluded the crystalline C16 and C18
particles from this alignment mechanism.

In conclusion, we have presented here the analysis of the inner
structure of PIL nanoparticles, which already as a homopolymer
are highly ordered and can be tuned from multilamellar to
unilamellar vesicles, depending on the length scale of the alkyl
chains. The polymers spontaneously self-assembled into meso-
structures during polymerization. At higher concentrations, a
novel 1D superstructure of nanoparticles with extended multi-
lamellar substructure is found. With this unique example, we
show that complex and hierarchically structured polymer assem-
blies can be formed by polymeric ionic liquids along a simple
synthetic pathway.
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